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Introduction

SLIDES 1 - 5

Much of the cultural heritage is currently available only in paper form. Archives, libraries,
museums are places where the majority of the scientific and cultural resources are stored
and preserved. For centuries, incunabula, maps, music sheets, manuscripts, facsimile and
old prints have been carefully archived and protected over times of wars and natural
disasters, as a deposit for future generations. Unfortunately, the direct access to this huge
deposit of valuable material for professional and personal use is rather complicated and
expensive.

The historical documents deteriorate with time in many ways. Vellum, canvas, paper, ink
and print are exposed to aggressive chemical, physical and biological factors, which in turn
leads to slow but inevitable and permanent loss of valuable exhibits. Although the
deterioration processes can be slowed down using optimal storage conditions and
renovation, the collections are lost irretrievably with time. In case of many libraries and
archives in Eastern Europe the situation is even worse because of years of neglect and
permanent lack of funding. Not only storage conditions are grossly neglected. The archives
are also insufficiently protected against vandalism, theft and natural disasters. This
dramatically adds to time-related dangers to cultural heritage. What may be surprising is
that relatively young historic relics are most endangered. 19th and 20th century accidentals,
newspapers and letters are degrading very quickly, due to acid paper syndrome. This great
danger is forcing to take prompt counter-measures in order to preserve our cultural heritage
for future generations.

Because of inevitable process of total natural destruction that is about to happen to many
items in nearest future, the only way of preserving the collection is to save the information
content and make exact copies of originals by analog or digital acquisition of document
images. Such actions allow securing informational values of the documents and making
them available to general public. It is especially important considering the fact that optimal
document storage conditions, i.e. in separation from damaging external influences, often
limit the access to the documents, even making them unavailable to larger groups of
specialists.
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Saving information stored in documents by copying them was already practiced in distant
ages, for example in case of Greek philosophical treatises that survived to modern times
only copied by the Arabs, or in scriptoria in Irish monasteries during Dark Ages. Archiving
the information layer of the document indirectly prolongs its physical existence, because the
need to make the original document accessible is eliminated, at least in majority of the
access requests where only the information contained in the document is needed.

The most interesting documents have been filmed already to ensure the permanence of the
vulnerable source of information and to enable the easy access for students and scientists.
Microfilms offer acceptable level of quality, media longevity, little machine dependence and
the possibility for producing additional copies without much informational loss. The
widespread practice of copying documents on microfilms has, however, several serious
disadvantages:

! The lifetime of color microfilms is rather short, which in many cases leads to
discarding of the color information;

! Copying the microfilms for distribution leads to significant degradation of image
quality,

! The microfilms themselves degrade with time as well;
! The microfilms hold only images of documents without any additional information,

which can cause problems to inexperienced users;
! The microfilms can be only accessed locally where equipment for their browsing

exists. To enable remote access to the filmed information, the microfilms have to be
digitized, which means an additional quality loss.

These factors seriously limit usability of microfilm collections. In additions, many institutions
don't keep them - for example numerous in Eastern Europe church libraries, often holding
fascinating collections known exclusively to experts.

The digital methods of archiving and popularization of the collections are free from many of
those disadvantages. In the time of rapid development in the network and data technology,
with their constantly improving capacity for the transmission, the microfilm approach is
beginning to belong to the old analogue era. The new era is the explosive development of
the Internet and possibilities offered by the rapidly growing technical advances of the
digitization, enabling easy access to various treasures of the cultural heritage. Modern
techniques of digital collection storage and display are:

! The only durable and relatively cheap way to preserve the information value of
documents,

! The only effective method of making public the knowledge about collections of
documents: manuscripts, incunabula, books, maps and historical documents
preserved in museums and libraries.

Even now, rapid development of digital information processing and distribution takes over
microfilm collections in many places. Scanners and high-resolution digital cameras together
with efficient digital archiving systems, providing long-term loss less data storage, are very
attractive when compared to traditional microfilm collections:

! Digital image quality is comparable to microfilms and is still improving,
! Copying digital documents does not lead to image quality degradation,
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! Digital collections can be accessible in degrees incomparable to traditional archives,
thanks to Internet and multimedia publications,

! Existing collections of traditional document copies (microfilms, photos etc.) can be
digitized as well--this is called an indirect digital image acquisition, contrary to direct
acquisition directly from the document.

However, electronic access to the printed or written documents is a complex matter. Paper
documents contain text and illustrations and very often the whole document has to be
digitized and transformed into an image format. Sometimes it is possible to use optical
character recognition tools and extract the text from the photographs or drawings, but this
seems to be very difficult, when dealing with old documents and in many cases even
inappropriate. An old document is simply not a sum of the information contained in the text
and illustrations. The colors, texture of the paper, style of the handwriting or printing
technique are very often more important as the informational content of the document,
which in many cases is already known.

The philosophy behind this approach is that old documents should be shown as an
integration of the information embedded in the document and its visual content. In this way
the documents are digitized and shown as images. The so-called virtual libraries allow
viewing the documents, making copies using a printer and what is also important the
documents can be collected and stored in a private archive for later use.

The major problem with the presentation of printed documents on the Web is that a
compromise between the quality of reproduction of the document and the transmission time
required to download the huge amount of data contained in an image file has to found.

At the moment, the rapid growth of the number of the Internet users is worsening the
problem, as the transmission capacities are almost exhausted. Perhaps with the
introduction of high-speed Internet connections the problem will be alleviated, but at present
and in the near future the only possible solution is the lossly compression of the image data,
so that the user can access the document in a reasonable time and enjoy viewing it in a
satisfactory quality. As a result of digitization of an average size document at a medium
resolution and color depth, a huge file of average size about 20–50 MB is produced. The
quality of such an image is high, but the transmission time, the computational burden and
the hardware requirements are simply enormous. That is why lossy compression
techniques are commonly used, as they are capable of reducing the amount of data without
much loss of the image quality.

1. Overview of Image Compression Techniques

An important aspect of image processing is the enormous amount of data, which has to be
handled when transmitting digital images. The efficient transmission of images is extremely
important as the image data transfer takes up over 90 percent of the volume on the Internet.
In this aspect computer data compression is a powerful technology, which is playing a vital
role in the Information Age.

The compression of information can be classified into loss less and techniques. In some
cases such as text or financial data transfer only the loss less algorithms can be applied.
However when transmitting or storing digital images or music data, the application of
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techniques is almost not perceivable by the user, but enables a drastic reduction of the data
volume.

In this short tutorial some of the compression techniques, which can be used when
transmitting or storing digital images, are presented. All formats described here, are
accompanied by a short description and an Internet hyperlink, which can be used when
detailed information is needed. In this material we provide the reader with the substantial
information on the existing formats and make some comments regarding their usage when
presenting images.

1.1 Standard and New Image Formats

1.1.1 Summary Table of Standard Formats

Name Full name WWW
Plug

in
Max.

Colors

GIF

Graphics
Interchange

Format

http://www.ora.com/centers/gff/specs.htm
http://members.aol.com/royalef/gifabout.htm

http://www.atpm.com/6.08/graphicsandtheinternet.shtml
http://www.geom.umn.edu/events/courses/1996/cmwh/Anim

ations/GIF.html
http://cloanto.com/users/mcb/19950127giflzw.html

N 256

PNG
Portable
Network
Graphics

http://www.cdrom.com/pub/png
http://www.libpng.org/pub/png/

http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-png.html
http://www.w3.org/Graphics/PNG/

N 24 bit

JBIG
Joint Bilevel

Group

http://www.pdsimage.com/html/news/jbig/faq.htm
http://www.jpeg.org/public/jbighomepage.htm

http://www.research.ibm.com/journal/rd/426/marks.html
http://www.crs4.it/~luigi/MPEG/jbig.html

Y
256

(gray)

JPEG
Joint

Photographers
Expert Group

http://www.ora.com/centers/gff/specs.htm
http://www.jpeg.org/

http://www.landfield.com/faqs/jpeg-faq/
http://www.ijg.org/

http://www.jpegwizard.com/

N

24 bit

http://www.ora.com/centers/gff/specs.htm
http://members.aol.com/royalef/gifabout.htm
http://www.atpm.com/6.08/graphicsandtheinternet.shtml
http://www.geom.umn.edu/events/courses/1996/cmwh/Animations/GIF.html
http://www.geom.umn.edu/events/courses/1996/cmwh/Animations/GIF.html
http://cloanto.com/users/mcb/19950127giflzw.html
http://www.cdrom.com/pub/png
http://www.libpng.org/pub/png/
http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-png.html
http://www.w3.org/Graphics/PNG/
http://www.pdsimage.com/html/news/jbig/faq.htm
http://www.jpeg.org/public/jbighomepage.htm
http://www.research.ibm.com/journal/rd/426/marks.html
http://www.crs4.it/~luigi/MPEG/jbig.html
http://www.ora.com/centers/gff/specs.htm
http://www.jpeg.org/
http://www.landfield.com/faqs/jpeg-faq/
http://www.ijg.org/
http://www.jpegwizard.com/
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1.1.2 Summary Table of New Image Formats

Name Full name WWW
Plug

in
Max.

Colors

GIFX
Graphics

Interchange
Format

http://www.webutilities.com/Tips/gifx-1.htm
http://www.gifx.com/Manual/

http://www.digital-foundry.com/animation/software/gifx.shtml
Y 256

PTI System for
Progressive

Transfer
of Images

http://server.hvzgymn.wn.schule-bw.de/pti/Intro/Index.htm Y 24 bit

DJVU Deja Vu http://www.djvu.com Y 24 bit
FIF Fractal Image

Format http://www.iterated.com Y 24 bit

SWF Shockwave
Flash http://www.macromedia.com Y 24 bit

FPX FlashPix http://www.livepicture.com Y 24 bit
WSQ Wavelet Scalar

Quantization http://www.aware.com/products/compression/wsq.html Y 24 bit

MrSID Multi-resolution
 Seamless

 Image Database
http://www.lizardtech.com Y 24 bit

FIF Fractal Image
Format

http://www.altamira-group.com Y 24 bit

WIF Wavelet
Image Files

http://www.cengines.com/wavelet.htm Y 24 bit

COD Lightning
Strike Image
Compression

http://www.infinop.com/infinop/html/image_compress.html Y 24 bit

SVG Scalable
Vector

Graphics
http://www.ora.com/centers/gff/specs.htm N

24 bit

LWF LuraWave http://www.luratech.com/ Y 24 bit

1.1.3 Graphics Interchange Format (GIF)

Although limited to 256 colours and 95 dpi resolution, GIF images are found in vast
quantities and supported by most image-using software applications. The GIF image format
uses a built-in LZW compression algorithm, which is a patented technology and is currently
owned by Unisys Corporation. Unisys decided that commercial vendors, whose products
use the GIF LZW compression, must license its use from UNISYS. End users, online
services, and non-profit organizations do not pay this royalty. To avoid this royalty, vendors
have developed an alternative to GIF that supports transparency and interlacing called PNG
("ping"), the Portable Network Graphic.

1.1.4 Portable Network Graphics (PNG)

This format was designed to replace the older and simpler GIF and to some extent the
much more complex TIFF format. For the WWW, the PNG has three main advantages over

http://www.webutilities.com/Tips/gifx-1.htm
http://www.gifx.com/Manual/
http://www.digital-foundry.com/animation/software/gifx.shtml
http://server.hvzgymn.wn.schule-bw.de/pti/Intro/Index.htm
http://www.djvu.com/
http://www.iterated.com/
http://www.macromedia.com/
http://www.livepicture.com/
http://www.aware.com/products/compression/wsq.html
http://www.lizardtech.com/
http://www.altamira-group.com/
http://www.cengines.com/wavelet.htm
http://www.infinop.com/infinop/html/image_compress.html
http://www.ora.com/centers/gff/specs.htm
http://www.luratech.com/
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GIF: alpha channels (variable transparency), gamma correction (cross-platform control of
image brightness), and two-dimensional interlacing (a method of progressive display). PNG
also compresses better than GIF in almost every case, but the difference is generally only
around 5% to 25%.

1.1.5 Joint Bilevel Group (JBIG)

JBIG is a data-encoding standard used to compress 1-bit, bilevel image data. The recent
extensions to JPEG have defined a file format (SPIFF) that will also store facsimile and
JBIG-compressed data.

1.1.6 Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG)

JPEG is a standardized lossy encoding method used for compressing true-color and
grayscale image data. JPEG if one of the most popular methods of data compression.
JPEG data is stored in its raw form, or using the JFIF file format. Recent extensions to the
JPEG standard have defined an official file format for JPEG (and others) named SPIFF.

1.1.7 Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)

Work in progress at W3C (World Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3.org/ ) on SVG, a
vector graphics format written in XML and stylable with CSS, is expected to be a popular
choice for including graphics in XML documents. It may be included either by linkage, or by
textual inclusion an XML document that uses a different namespace. Because SVG can
itself include raster images such as JPEG and PNG, SVG can be used to add raster and
mixed vector/raster graphics to XML documents

1.1.8 Multi-Resolution Seamless Image Database (MrSID)

MrSID (Multi-resolution Seamless Image Database) is a powerful wavelet based image
compressor, viewer and file format that enables instantaneous viewing and manipulation of
images locally and over networks while maintaining maximum image quality. Features
include unprecedented compression ratios while maintaining highest image quality; true
multiple resolutions, selective decompression, seamless mosaicking and browsing.

1.1.9 Image Compression Program DjVu

AT&T Labs - Research has released an image compression program called DjVu. This
format is particularly appropriate for web designers who wish to scan high-resolution color
images and deliver them over the Internet or Intranets.

1.1.10 Wavelet Transform-Based Compression Standard (WSQ)

WSQ is a wavelet transform-based compression standard designed by the FBI for
compression of digital fingerprint images. Aware™ is the leading provider of WSQ solutions
and has a customer base that includes major system integrators as well as live scan
vendors and application developers. WSQ by Aware is 3 - 4 times faster than the next
fastest commercial implementation of the WSQ algorithm

http://www.w3.org/
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1.1.11 Scaleable Internet/Intranet LuraWave Format (LWF)

LuraImage is a scaleable Internet/Intranet front-end technology that enables access to
image databases, utilizing the highly efficient LuraWave image format. LuraImage is a web-
based database optimized for image communication in low-bandwidth environments - such
as the Internet. The usage of LuraWave-image compression rapidly speeds up the
transmission of digital images in the Internet. LuraWave images contain all user-relevant
resolutions (thumbnail representation up to the original image size) as one image file. The
very first bytes of an image transmission are used to generate a good image preview.

1.1.12 Lightning Strike Image Compression (COD)

Lightning Strike software delivers the most advanced image compression currently
available. Lightning Strike outperforms JPEG by 200 to 500 percent. In fact, on a 28.8
modem, a 1MB image file would take 90 seconds to download as a GIF image, 15 seconds
as a JPEG image, and just 3 seconds as a Lightning Strike image. Speed plus quality is the
clear advantage. At identical file sizes, Lighting Strike images have been judged
significantly better than JPEG images.

Remark: a 1MB image file would take 90 seconds to download as a GIF image, 15 seconds
as a JPEG image, and just 3 seconds as a Lightning Strike image

1.1.13 Wavelet Image Files (WIF)

Method called "Wavelet Transform" made at the Houston Advanced Research Center
(HARC™). By applying the complex wavelet algorithms to a digital image, the "compression
engine" software is able to represent the image as a mathematical expression. The result is
a WIF files are created using the groundbreaking advances in the mathematical
compression compressed WIF file that can be 300 times smaller than the original image file
size while still maintaining high image quality.

1.1.14 Fractal Image Format (FIF)

Fractal compression works by using a variety of methods to identify features within an
image and then breaking down the image into a mathematically modeled series of repeating
shapes and patterns. Fractal compression is very efficient, achieving compression ratios of
up to 250:1; typical fractal compression ratios will range between 20:1 and 100:1. Images
can be magnified or reduced, because the compression process allows the modeled
images to be resolution-independent. When a fractal-encoded image is converted to a pixel
image, it can be enlarged or reduced to any desired size with minimal loss of image quality.
However, published reviews of fractal compression software indicate that there is probably
a practical limit to how much a fractal-encoded image can be enlarged before there is a
significant loss of image quality; perhaps up to 300% of the original size.

However, published reviews of fractal compression software indicate that there is probably
a practical limit to how much a fractal-encoded image can be enlarged before there is a
significant loss of image quality; perhaps up to 300% of the original size.
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2. Special Formats Suitable for the Presentation of Scanned
Documents on the Internet

SLIDES 6 - 20

2.1. Disadvantages of GIF and JPEG Formats for Compression of Documents

The GIF format is mainly used for compression of images that contain low number of
different colors. As it uses the loss less coding scheme, its efficiency is not very high and it
is not suitable for distribution of real life color or gray scale images. Much better results are
obtained using the JPEG format from the Joint Pictures Expert Group, which performs the
sub-sampling of the chrominance information, quantization of the DCT transform
coefficients and Huffman coding of the image data. Although the compression ratios of
about 40:1 are easily achieved without sacrificing much of image quality, the JPEG format
is not suitable for the compression of documents. As documents contain many high
frequency objects like letters and drawings, therefore the elimination of the high frequency
components of the cosine transform leads to severe loss of the quality of document
reproduction. As compression rates increase, the text rapidly becomes distorted and
illegible. In order to ensure the document legibility, the JPEG files have to be large and this
is the main obstacle while preparing an efficient Internet Library.

Although the compression ratios of about 40:1 are easily achieved without sacrificing much
of image quality, the JPEG format is not suitable for the compression of documents. As
compression rates increase, the text rapidly becomes distorted and illegible.

2.2. New Formats Based on Wavelet Techniques

A common solution is the transformation of the document image to a binary form and then
to compress it using the CCITT compression standards Fax Group 3 or Fax Group 4. This
approach enables the text legibility at high compression rates, at the expense of the total
loss of color information.
The JPEG, GIF and fax formats used for distribution of documents are being replaced now
by the new wavelet based formats geared towards the direct compression of high-quality
scanned documents. These new formats enable fast transmission of document images over
the Internet with acceptable level of quality.

Among the new wavelet formats three are especially interesting for the presentation of
scanned documents with the use of Internet: namely: DjVu, LuraDocument, and MrSID.

SLIDE 21

2.2.1 Wavelet Based Format DjVu

The DjVu format has been developed at AT&T Bell Labs (see http://www.djvu.com/) with the
purpose of constructing a format, which could enable the distribution of scanned high-
resolution images over the Web.

http://www.djvu.com/
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SLIDES 22 - 34

DjVu represents the image using three layers:

! The mask, which is a bitonal bitmap representing the text and drawings. This layer,
coded with loss less compression algorithm, indicates which pixel belongs to the
foreground (text, drawings, signatures) and which one to the background (paper
texture, photographs).

! The second layer represents the colors of the background using the wavelet based
transformation coding

! The third layer contains the information of the foreground encoded using the same
wavelet algorithm.

Using DjVu, it is possible to faithfully reproduce a document scanned at 300 dpi of 25 MB
size down to about 100 - 200 KB. The quality of the DjVu images is acceptable and this
format is suitable for the compression of books, newspaper pages with color photographs,
catalogues and so on. The size of the compressed document images is so low, that it can
be used for distribution of documents on CD-ROMs (a CD-ROM can contain about 5000
newspaper pages) and of course over the Internet (the Internet sites contain in average
about 50 KB of information). Another important feature of DjVu is the good performance of
the freely available Internet browsers plug-ins, which allow fast zooming and scrolling of
images, its splitting into background and foreground, conversion to black and white and
many other useful facilities.

Using DjVu, it is possible to faithfully reproduce a document scanned at 300 dpi of 25 MB
size down to about 100 - 200 KB.

2.2.2 New Standard of Image Compression LuraDocument (LDF)

As digital images and scanned documents require an enormous amount of memory,
storage capacity and transmission speed, the LuraTech company (see:
http://www.luratech.com/) has developed its own standard of image compression called
LuraDocument (LDF), based on the novel achievements of the wavelet theory.

SLIDES 35 - 40

The LDF, like DjVu format, performs the segmentation of the document into the text and
background. This approach allows the achievement of high compression ratios. Using the
wavelets to the compression of the background and foreground layer, the LDF format
achieves compression ratios of about 200:1, while preserving acceptable image quality.
This format is specially designed for the processing of document images and allows their
distribution over the Web and local networks in the business and non-profit applications.
LDF format offers significant savings in disk and network resources and can be used on
many computer platforms. An efficient plug-in for the popular Internet browsers is also
available.

http://www.luratech.com/
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2.2.3 Wavelet Based format MrSID

SLIDES 41 - 57

LizardTech's MrSID for Photography (see: http://www.lizardtech.com/) is a file format, which
encodes large, high-resolution images to a fraction of their original file size while
maintaining high image quality. In this way images become really scalable and can be
reduced, enlarged, zoomed or printed without much quality loss. MrSID is designed
specifically for the compression of large files of scanned documents, like old books,
newspapers and especially large geographical maps. This multi- resolution, device-
independent image format delivers the optimal resolution for the screen and the Internet

This format enables that portions of huge files can be sent quickly via the Internet at print-
ready quality and the transfer of data takes only a few seconds. The same is true for the
encoding process. MrSID requires only seconds to open large files once they have been
encoded. MrSID's high-encoding ratios result in the great overall file-size reduction without
visible quality compromises.

One of the benefits of a MrSID image is its simplicity of usage. It is possible to compress an
image from Photoshop® or to use the MrSID Workgroup Encoder for image collections.
MrSID files are supported in commonly used graphic applications and standard Web
browsers, allowing users to take advantage of the flexibility of MrSID throughout their
workflows.

SLIDES 57 - 80

There are many digitization projects whose aim is to preserve the cultural heritage to the
future generations. Some of them are shown on slides 57- 80. The slides are accompanied
by hyperlinks, so that a user can visit a specific digital archive or library.

2.2.4 Comments on Usability of New Compression Techniques

As shown in this short overview and as depicted in Figures 1 - 4, the new compression
techniques based on the wavelet transform deliver substantially higher image quality
compared to the standard formats and enable the presentation of scanned documents over
the Internet. The high quality of the compressed images and their low average size make
them an interesting tool for building virtual libraries on the Web.

Our experience with the new technology shows that it should be widely used to allow the
easy and fast access to high quality material, available only in the paper form. The
introduction of the new techniques will surely bring the Internet a step further towards being
the universal, most powerful medium of information exchange.

The capabilities of the new formats can be assessed at the experimental WWW site
http://plum.ia.polsl.gliwice.pl/vb prepared in cooperation with the Silesian Library, Katowice,
Poland. At this site we have collected many examples of different documents like
incunabula, old letters, newspapers, songbooks, photographs, maps. Every document is
compressed using DjVu and LuraDocument to enable the comparison of these two software
packages. Our virtual library provides also information on other projects, whose aim is to
enable the enhanced access to the cultural heritage over the Internet.

http://www.lizardtech.com/
http://plum.ia.polsl.gliwice.pl/vb
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2.4. The List of Pictures Demonstrating Strength of New Compressing
Techniques

FIG. 1 The sample of a letter in picture (a) and images compressed using different techniques: LDF

in (b); DJVU in (c); MrSID in (d); and JPEG in (e). The whole files were of the same size (140 KB

compressed, the original had 17,2 MB in TIFF format) and were compressed using the default

settings of the compressor software.

FIG. 2 An example of the efficiency of DjVu: a page from the Polish newspaper from 1922 at
different zoom settings (180 KB).

FIG. 3 An example of the efficiency of the LDF: a page from a German newspaper from 1927 at
different zoom settings (185 KB).

FIG. 4 An example of the efficiency of MrSID at different zoom settings.

The pictures are displayed in the following four pages
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FIG. 1
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FIG. 2
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FIG. 3
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 FIG. 4 Example of the efficiency of MrSID at different zoom settings.
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